Abstract. This paper gives an algcmthm for solving linear programming problems. For a problem with tz constraints and d variables, the algorithm requires an expected 
Introduction
In some applications of linear and quadratic programming, the number of variables will be small. Such applications include Chebyshev approximation, linear separability, and the smallest enclosing circle problem. Megiddo [1984] gave an algorithm for linear programming that requires 0(2z"n ) time, where n is the number [Clarkson 1986; Dyer 1986] . Unfortunately, Megiddo's approach must take Q( d! n) time, since it recursively solves linear programming problems with fewer variables [Dyer 1986 ], Dyer and Frieze [1989] used random sampling [Clarkson 1987; Clarkson and Shor 1989 ] to obtain a variant of Megiddo's algorithm, with an expected time bound no better than O(dJ~n ). This paper gives an algorithm requiring expected time O(d~rz) + (log n)O(d)~/z+ '(1) + 0(d4fi log n), as n -CJ,where the constant factors do not depend on d. The leading term in the dependence on n is O(dzn), a considerable improvement in d. The second term arises from the solution by the algorithm of 0( dz log n)
"small" linear programs with O(dz ) constraints and d variables. The solution of these linear programming problems with the simplex algorithm requires O(d), ~\?+~(l) t. line. The third term is discussed in Section 3. Lenstra [1983] was the first to show that integer linear programming problems can be solved in polynomial time when the number of variables is fixed. His algorithm was subsequently improved [Frank and Tardos 1987; Kannan 1977 ; see also Babai 1985 and Feit 1984] , so that the fastest deterministic '(~)n q operations on d algorithm for this problem requires d 0(1 'p-bit numbers.
Here p is the facet complexity (or row complexity) of the input, the maximum number of bits used to specify an input inequality constraint.
(The value P is required also to be larger than the number of bits specifying the objective function vector. This condition can be avoided using the techniques of Frank and Tardos [1987] .) The new algorithm requires expected 0(2~rz + 8~fi in n) row operations; such an operation is just the evaluation of an input inequality at a given integral point. The rows have no more than q bits; the integral points can be specified with 7d3p bits. The algorithm also calls Lenstra's algorithm for several "small" integer programming problems. This gives the second term in the operation bound. When n > d, the new algorithm is substantially faster than Lenstra's.
The key idea of the algorithms is random sampling, applied as in Clarkson [1987] and Clarkson and Shor [1989] to quickly throw out redundant constraints.
The next section presents the algorithm.
In Section 3, a time bound is given and proven. The integer programming algorithm is described and analyzed in Section 4. The last section contains some concluding remarks.
2. Linear Programming 2.1. THE PROBLEM. We will consider a specific form of the linear programming problem, and in this subsection, show that there is no generality lost in assuming that the problem has a unique solution.
Suppose a system of linear inequality constraints Ax s b is given, where A is a given n x d matrix, b is a given n-vector, and x is a d-vector (xl, ..., x~). Each inequality in this system defines a closed halfspace H of points that satisfy that inequality. The collection of these n halfspaces is a set S. The intersection n~.~H is a polyhedral set @'(S). First, the issue of feasibility. As is common, we'll split the LP problem into two phases: phase 1, finding a feasible point, and phase 2, finding the solution.
As in Gill et al. [1991, 7.9 Note that a ray x*(S) c 9(S), since O G 9(S). Because of this, we will say that X*(S) satisfies all the constraints of S. In general, a ray z will be said to satisfy a constraint halfspace H just when z c H; otherwise, z violates H. We now have, with no loss of generality, a version of the linear programming problem that always has a unique optimum solution; finding such a solution can be done by a simplex or simplex-like algorithm. The algorithms described below will call such an algorithm for "small" subproblems, and thereby obtain solution points or rays.
THE ALGORITHM.
Actually, four LP algorithms will be mentioned in this section, including the simplex-like algorithm, called by invoking a function x;(S). A recursive algorithm x;(S) will be introduced, and an iterative algorithm x:(S).
Finally, a mixed algorithm x:(S) can be defined: it is a version of the recursive algorithm that uses the iterative algorithm for the recursive calls.
The motivation for the mixed algorithm is to have a time bound with a leading term O(dzn), while avoiding the larger number of calls to x: of the recursive algorithm.
The recursive algorithm is based on the following facts: the optimum is unique, and is determined by some d or fewer constraints of S. That is, there is a set S* c S of size d or less such that x*(S* ) = x*(S), so the optimum for S* alone is the same as for S. The constraints in S \ S* are redundant, in the sense that their deletion from S does not affect the optimum. The main idea of the recursive algorithm is the same as for Megiddo's algorithm: throw away redundant constraints quickly. The further development of this idea is very different, however, The algorithm builds a set V* c S over several phases. In each phase, a set V c S \ V* is added to V*, The set V has two important properties: its size is no more than 2fi, and it contains a constraint in S*. After d + 1 phases, V* contains S*, and also V* has
That is, the algorithm quickly throws away the large set of redundant constraints S \ V*. The algorithm proceeds recursively with V*, and the recursion terminates for "small" sets of constraints. For these constraints, the appropriate optima are found using the simplex algorithm
The algorithm is given in pseudo-code in Figure The iterative algorithm is given in pseudo-code in Figure 2 . . We know that X* satisfies all constraints in S*, and so x*( S*) > x*. Since R U V* c S, we know that X* > x*(S) = X* (S*), and so X* h the same X1 coordinate and norm as x*(S*). There is only one such point in @(S*), so x* = x*( S*) = x*(S), and V must be empty. A similar argument holds if x* is a ray. u
The next lemma says that V is expected to be small. Then the expected size of V is no more than d(n -r + I)/(r -d).
Note the slightly different meaning of n used here. This lemma is a corollary of results in Clarkson and Shor [1989, Section 4] .
For clarity and completeness, the proof of the results in Clarkson and Shor [1989] will be specialized for this particular case. The intuitive idea is that since x* (R U V*) violates no constraints of R U V*, itviolates few constraints of S. After these results were first reported, Seidel found a short and elegant proof [Seidel 1991 ].
PROOF.
We will assume for the moment that the given problem is nondegenerate, in that no d + 1 -k hyperplanes meet at a k-flat; in particular, no d + 1 hyperplanes contain a common point.
We begin by putting X* (R U V*) in a larger class of "candidate" optima.
That is, x*(Z? Then for x to be X*, iX given constraints must be in R, and the remaining r -ix constraints must be from among the n -Ix I -iX constraints in S \ V* that neither define x nor are violated by x. We have p=r~~'~ir). For given x G Y~and T c S with x =x* (T U P" ),
the optimum x* (T' u V*) is in the subset associated with x, where T' is the perturbed version of T. Also, whenever x =X* (R U V*), some x' associated with x is the optimum for the corresponding perturbed problem, for sufficiently small c, The optimum x' violates at least as many constraints as x does. Thus, the expected size of the set V in the perturbed problem is no less than that in the original problem, and the bound for E IV I holds in general. u
We can use this lemma to show that progress will be made: that is, say that an execution of the loop body in x: is successjid if the test IVI < 2A returns true, and define an analogous condition for x: and x;. Then, the previous lemma easily implies the following: LEMMA 3.3.
The probabilip that any given execution of the loop body is successjid is at least 1/2, and so on auerage two executions are required to obtain a successjid one.
From the previous lemma, the expected value of IVI in x: is bounded by d(n -r + I)/(r -d), which is no more than 6 for r > cZ6. By
Markov's inequality, the probability that IP' I exceeds twice its mean is no more than 1/2. For x;, we take V* = @ in the previous lemma, and allow S and R to be multisets with n = w(S). The result follows analogously. u On the other hand, when the members of V are doubled in weight, the total increase in w(S) is w(V) s 2w(S)/(9d -1). That is, upon a successful execution, the new value of w(S) is no more than (1 + 2/(9d -1)) times the old value. After kd' successful iterations, It remains to bound the time required by the loop body. Vitter [1984] gives an algorithm for random sampling that is readily adapted to obtain weighted samples like R in O(n) time, using the observation that w(S) = n"tl ) during the algorithm. 
expected time, as n~W, where the constant factors do not depend on d.
We will continue to assume that b >0 until the end of the proof.
The set V* grows by at most 2& at each successful iteration, with at most d + 1 successful iterations needed. The maximum size of R U V* is therefore W, where c, is 9d2. Let~.(n) be the expected time required by x;, for a problem with n constraints (and d variables), and similarly define~(n). Since the probability that an iteration is successful is at least 1/2, the time required to find acceptably small sets V is bounded by 2~(@), for a total of As before, S is the set of constraint halfspaces associated with A. In this section, x'(S) will denote the solution to the above problem (not the corresponding LP relaxation); as discussed below, we can assume that the optimum is bounded; it will be convenient here to assume that . 
The starting point for the new algorithm for ILP k the following lemma due to Bell [1977] and to Scarf [1977] ; see also Schrijver [1986] . There is a set S' c S with IS* I < 2~-1 and with x*(S) = X*(S*).
That is, as with LP, we have the optimum determined by a "small" set. The ILP algorithms are simply variations on the LP algorithms, with sample sizes using 2Cj rather than d, and using Lenstra's algorithm in the base case. Another necessary modification is due to the fact that S* is not necessarily unique. Let V* c S, and let R c S \ V* be a random subset of size r > 2<!+ 1, with IS \ V* I = n. Let V c S be the set of constraints Liolated b}'
x* (R U V*). Then with probability 1/2, IV I s 2~+ ] n(ln r)/r.
We will assume that V* is empty; the case where V* is not empty can be handled similarly. Let Y= and Y-Rbe defined analogously to those in Lemma 3.2. Let m = 2d -1. By the previous lemma, x*(R) = x*( R') for some R' c R with IR' I < m. For k < n, the probability that Ix*(R) I > k k bounded above by z~P r{x*(R') =x*(R)}, O<t<rn R'CS, lR'l=i lx*(R')l>k since the probability of the union of a set of events is no more than the sum of the probabilities of those events. The probability that R contains given i-element R' c S, and that R contains none of the Ix* (R' )1 > k constraints violated by x*(R'), is no more than ("~~;~)/(: ). The number of i-element R'c S with Ix* (R')1 > k is of course no more than (~). Therefore, Pr{l x* ( R)l > k} is no more than which is no more than 
